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Yhe resources in the Goldfields are it's people, the self
regenerating, very tough, but still destructible plants, the
land forms and the rainfall upon which all life depends.
They also include the non-regenerating minerals at or below
the surface and the fossil or alternatively rechargeable
groundwaters. This talk is about the natural vegetation
resource, its struggle for survival in the absence of mining
and the difficulties which must beset the rehabilitation
vrocess in this most difficult of environments. In a sense
it is a discussion of the ways in which we can promote the
return of the life-promoting and self-regenerating resources
after the exhaustible resources, the gold and other minerals
are mined, processed and dispersed all over the globe.
Mining is not merely a matter of extracting the minerals and
leaving the residues. Indeed this conference is a reminder
that miners have a conservation conscience and an
environmental ethic and are attempting to leave only their
footprints when they leave. We all share, no matter what our
calling, or where we live, a responsibility to care for
Mother Earth as she battles to feed an expanding population
and to supply the future with the resources it will need.
In passing this talk is also about a social reponsibility for
those future generations, who cannot cast a vote to influence
our present actions.
The underlying principle of this talk is that it is better to
revegetate mining sites than to leave them armoured, bare and
aesthetically offensive.
The Goldfields environment
The average annual rainfall of 200 to 250mm in the Goldfields
characterises the land as a desert by some standards, or at
best a semi-arid zone in the world's most extensively arid
continent. Despite the paucity and unreliability of the
rainfall the land is clothed in a garment of complex
vegetation communities about which we understand a little,
but by no means all. Most of it belongs in the South West
Botanical Province, one of the richest ' non-tropical floras of
the world with a high percentage of species found nowhere
else. There are for instance more species of Eucalyptus in
the Goldfields and eastern wheatbelt than in any other part
of Australia.
There a~e still many species uncollected and unknown to
science. Some of these may be of considerable value
medicinally or in other ways. Take for example Maroon Bush
(Scaevola spinescens) which contains natural B-blockers used
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in the alleviation of cancer.
Then there are the hardwoods
of the Goldfields, used till now for pit props and for
burning and still not examined for their value in other ways
for man.

TECHNIQUES FOR SURVIVAL
The salmon gum woodlands and saltbush communities of the gum
belt, the scrubs, heaths and thickets of the laterites, the
sandplains and the mulga communities have a capacity for
survival under very difficult conditions.
They have to
survive severe moisture stress brought on by drought.
In
addition they must endure in highly alkaline soils which
impose some mineral nutrition problems, in salty soils which
are toxic to other species, in infertile soils in many cases
where other plants cannot grow and an intense competition for
scarce water and nutrients which persists at all levels of
the community.
I would like to deal with each of these
factors in the environment separately and to draw out the
lessons for rehabilitation and conservation in turn.
A. Water deficienc y
Desert plants are able to endure dry conditions for
extremely long periods.
The gum belts which support at
least 100 tonnes per hectare of vegetation, the mu1ga with
10 - 20 tonnes and the bluebush with 3 - 5 tonnes above
the ground, and as least as much below, all need water to
grow and to reproduce.
So in the gum belt there is about
200 tonnes per hectare of living tissue survivin~ on about
250mm of rainfall. You might like to contrast this with
the demands of an orange orchard which would need about
1200mm of irrigation, or with lucerne which would require
1500mm of irrigation to survive.
The desert plants survive for several reasons.
They have
the ability to use water as efficiently as many crop
plants.
They are able to lay down food stores by
establishing photo synthesising material very quickly
following rain, and to set into train the seeding process.
When moisture becomes limiting they can close down
operations and still survive.
They can suffer dessication
to extreme levels, up to -150 bars bf internal water
pressure can be generated enabling them to extract the
soil moisture to very low levels. They have an array of
structural features such as small and narrow leaves, dense
shiny cuticles, hairy coverings, small cells in the leaf
and most importantly an efficient structural skeleton
which stops them from collapsing when the water stress
gets too great.
In extreme situations they can drop their
leaves to reduce the demand for water.
Two other ways of avoiding moisture stress should also be
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mentioned.
Some plants simply evad~ the drought. They
quickly run to seed and die.
These plants use water very
lavishly.
They probably have little impact of themselves
on land conservation, but they improve the local
environment for bther plants enabling them to establish.
Other plants take advantage of micro-environments where
water may accumulate after rain.
Mulga is often found in
groves where water collects after rain, and some gums
always follow the areas of sheet flow.
Water and rehabilitation
Water is the principal driving force in the goldfields
environment.
Rehabilitation will never be successful
unless the best use of the water is made.
Every site in the Goldfields will experience water stress
problems when rehabilitation is attempted.
It will be
successful when all the water falling on the site is made
available to the plants.
I would like to deal with water
in several contexts.
1. The "soil" medium
Water does not merely slop around in the soil but is
held under tension.
Free water is not retained in
large voids such as those on waste dumps, but falls
through them leaving the voids dry.
Sands are a better
general medium holding about 3 - 5 per cent water.
Clays hold up to 20 per cent.
Clayey or loamy soils
therefore c.n support a more robust and vigorous
vegetation than can sands or the waste dump.
Soil type
then affects the choice of plants.
If other conditions
are suitable the clays will support trees, and the
sands a low scrub.
In selected places the waste dump
may support low shrubs, but it is doubtful if it will
ever support trees.
They will grow for a year or two
while their demand for water is low, but will then die
as their roots scavenge for water which does not exist
in the dry voids.
Rehabilitation programs being
pursued in some dumps with rows of brave young trees
which confer the warm inner glow in the miners are
almost certainly doomed to failure.
2. Selection of s pecies
The plants which are chosen must have a capacity to
withstand moisture stress.
The plants best suited to
the difficult environment are these which grow here.
They are able to exist of 250mm of rainfall or less and
can withstand long periods of moisture stress.
Plants
from other environments may grow vigorously for a
while, but will eventually fail because they do not
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have the ability to regenerate after drought or to
reproduce and spread. These are characteristics which
are essential to the success of rehabilitation.
3. Micro-environments
Finally, the low rainfall regime can be countered by
planting where water accumulates.
Vegetation in the
Goldfields has persisted because it has developed
subtle ways of accumulating water.
Hulga trees for
example channel down the trunk half the water which
falls on the canopy. Hulgas also grow in groves or in
dense patches where water ~ccumulates naturally. The
tallest gums grow where the water spreads as a sheet.
Shrubs grow in cracks in the hardpan.
Even the
salt bushes grow in micro terraces on local, scarcely
perceptible, sink holes which collect water from
intervening ground.
Bare ground in the communities of
the arid areas has an important function since it forms
a micro catchment which sheds water onto more favoured
sites.
Micro catchments are therefore an important part of
rehabilitation planning because they will direct water
to the areas which have been sown or seeded.
Water
available for growth can be increased from 2S0mm to
SOOmm per annum by such simple techniques as W-drains,
furrows and terracing.

B. Soil factors
Goldfields soils can be broken down into four classes,
each of which carries its problems for successful
regeneration.

1. Soil t yp e
(a)

Valley soils

The most commonly occurring soils are the alkaline,
heavy clay 10ams and clay. which support th~ tall
salmon gums morrels.
They are alkaline and the
subsoils tend to be salty.
The morrel soils are
particularly intractable and difficult to handle, being
powdery and loose when dry and Mery boggy when wet.
Subsoils are heavy clays.
The alkaline soils give rise to mineral nutrition
problems for all but the plants which grow naturally on
them.
Iron and manganese, which are essential elements
for plant growth, are only poorly available and taken
up efficiently only by those plants with the genetic
constitution to do so.
The poor agricultural properties of these soils
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influences the specifications used in the reservation
bf top soil.
It is very important that the top ·15cm or
so only be reserved.
Even though the soils are deeper
than this the subsoils will not favour plant growth and
may even depress it.
Cb) Breakaway soils
The clayey soils beneath the breakaways are in a class
not far removed from those of the major valleys. They
are also alkaline, fluffy when dry and boggy when wet.
They have a salty, massive columnar sub-soil about 20cm
below the surface and it is positively inimical to
plant growth.
Great care must be taken in topsoil
reservation so that these saline sub-soils are not
scraped into the pile.
The amount of top soil available for reclamation in
this environment will be limited.
It may even be
necessary to reserve some additional areas and to face
the prospect of
the rehabilitation of a larger area.
Soil type itself is not the only factor which will make
rehabilitation and site management a greater problem
here than elsewhere.
Slope and land form gradients
create erosion hazards within the mining complex and
these are only made worse by the susceptible soils.
Even in the natural environment the landforms are in a
constant state of flux and movement, erosion gutters
being commonplace.
In the absence of activity by man
they quickly heal.
When the balances are disturbed by
man, erosion and degradation follow quickly and spread
unless unchecked.
Cc) Sandplain soils
The third group of soils are those of the sandplains.
These include the yellow/brown sand plains over sandy
loams and laterite as well as the lighter soils
associated with the mallees and spinifex.
These sands are deep except where the laterite is close
to the surface.
They are acidic in reaction, infertile
by any standards, have a poor water holding capacity
and they offer a different ran&e of challenges to the
miner.
The vegetation communities they support are quite
different to those of the gum belt. Mallees, hakea,
grevillea, sheoak and wattles form dense thickets or
closed shrub lands or scrub. The flora is unique and
amazingly diverse, and is characterised by a capacity
for post-fire regeneration, very high resistance to
moisture stress and an ability to grow in infertile
soils.
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Although the sands are deep the top soil reserved
should not extend below 25cm because deeper laye'rs are
biological sterile.
Almost all the biological activity
is confined to the top five to ten centimetre.
It is
in this layer that ' seed supplies and nutrients will be
most abundant.
Fertilisers will be required in the reclamation
programs which follow mining.
Some of the slow release
fertilisers will have a role in this environment.
Poor water relationships in the sands will dog attempts
at reclamation unless specific cultural methods which
increase water availability locally or which channel
water to the planting site are adopted.
~he

plants which are chosen for reclamation should have
a low water demand.
Clearly only those adapted to the
site should be chosen.

Wind erosion will occur in reclaimed areas after they
are treated unless it is countered.
There is no better
way than by brushing with the native vegetation.
Prior to the mining operation the brush and low growth
should be carefully removed and then returned to the
site when rehabilitation begins. The vegetation will
suppress wind erosion and supply the seeds of the local
species most suited to the site.
(d) Hill site soils
The fourth group of soils is found on the hilly sites
common to many mining operations, particularly in the
north eastern Goldfields.
They may be acid or
alkaline.
Their shallow depth makes them a scarce
resource and confers particular difficulties in
regeneration.
Pockets of deeper soil should be
identified early in the mining program and removed
before they are sterilised by mining operations.
These soils vary in their characteristics.
The
fertiliser practices, species selection and micro
environmental strategies will vary with each site.
2. Soil salinit y
As already observed sub-soils on the Goldfields are
often saline and should be avoided.
In some instances
particularly near salt lakes and at the bottom of some
valley trains the soil itself is saline and makes plant
establishment a precarious venture.
Where the mine is
located in these situations there is no alternative to
using the natural top soil.
The specia) precautions
which apply are to select salt tolerant species, to use
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shrubs for the most part, to use salt tolerant trees
only where water will be directed to the site and to
adopt the planting practices now common in
the saltlands of the wheatbelt. These involve niche seeding on
the sides of furrows and the creation of micro-water
ponds.
The top soil cover placed on treated areas needs to be
deeper when soils are saline ••
This imposes an
additional cost, but without the deeper soil the
regeneration process may be hampered.
Saline soils have an additional problem.
They quickly
seal over and shed water after the first season.
Consideration should be given to the incorporation of
small cobbles of up to 60mm in the top soil so that a
field of micro-niches for the collection of rainwater
will be produced.
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
:~e

key to successful rehabilitation is correct
_ientification and description of the mining site. Those
~Esponsible for environmental management should therefore
~~~u ire information on soil type, soil qualities . and the
; ziginal vegetation on the site. They should design
~enabilitation programs which have attainable objectives
~!~hin the constraints of the new post-mining environment.
:~ ey should recognise that it will never be possible to
~esto re the vegetation or the land form to its pristine
:;ndi tion.
Their objectives rather, will be to return the
~!ni ng site to a stable, aesthetically pleasing and even
?=oduct ive state.
In their evolutionary development Goldfields vegetation
=onmumities have adapted to a wide range of environmentally
=azardous.sites, some of which have natural constraints as
=orbidding as those generated by mining.
The rehabilitation
ranager must be able to recognise the natural environmental
?rocesses and be re~dy to adopt them in the restoration
~rogram.
Recognition will involve the patient recording of
soil. relief and land form, water relations and vegetation.
?eha bilitation objectives in harmony with the natural
veg etation of the region may then be identified.
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1EGULATORY REQUIREMENTS FOR MINING OPERATIONS
F.K CANNON - ENVIRONMENTAL OFFICER - DEPARTMENT OF MINES,
KALGOORLIE

- ":::-:::::'u ction:The following is a short dissertation on the main
requirements of holding and operating on a tenement
that the tenement holder should be aware of.
~ ining operations are controlled and regulated by many
Acts of Parliament, some of them relating directly and
some indirectly to operations on the tenement.

r:::-_=:::-al aspects of the Acts:The term 'Mining' includes fossicking, prospecting and
exploring for minerals and mining operations.
Mining cannot octur on any land unless, in general
a mining tenement has been granted. There are
exceptions to this, where land granted prior to
1889 also had mineral rights conferred on it.
eg
~ampton Areas.
Mining activities are now regulated by two Acts of
Parliament:a)
The Mining Act 1978 - 1987 and
b)
The Mines Regulation Act 1946-1974
Both these Acts contain Regulations which specify
details not referred to in the Act itself.
Both these Acts are being continually ammended
where necessary.
The Mining Act controls the granting of tenements
and the method of controlling operaions on those
tenements.
It also contains the provisions of
environmental control on the tenements.
The Mines Regulation Act provides control of the
operational and workers safety and welfare aspects
of operating mining activites, be these surface , or
underground.
Any tenement holder should have at least a copy of
the Mining Act and if an operational mine is present
on the tenement, there should be a copy of the
Mines Regulation Act handy.

. .. /2
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pertaining to the Mining Act:-

: =~ditions

on Mining Tenements.

:;:,:;rations on mining, tenements, that is.
Prospecting Licences, Exploration Licences, Mining
~eases. General Purpose Leases and Miscellaneous
~~cences are controlled by the provisions of the
:>!:"::ing Act.
::: the case of Prospecting. Exploration and
conditions are set at the
licence.

~~scellaneous Licences,
~-me of granting of the
~Dn

compliance with the conditions can lead to
and fining or forfeiture of the

~rosecution
=-~cence.

~arious

requirements can be placed on the licence
from time to time in order to control
:ifu-nage to the environment. These requirements are
s::acted through the District Mining Engineer.
~Dlder

::: the case of Mining Leases and General Purpose
the Minister may impose conditions to
~revent, reduce or make good injury to the natural
surface of the land the subject of the lease or
~onsequential damage to any other land.
~eases,

30nds can be placed on Mining Leases or General
?~rpose Leases.
The Bond is generally an assurity
~greement between the lease holder's bank and the
~onourable Minister which can place money at the
5isposal of the Honourable Minister where
~Drrective or rehabilitative action needs to be
~aken due to lack of compliance to the
environmental conditions on the lease by the lease
:-~older .
~~e initial Bond value is determined by the area
of impact that will be caused in the first year of
oper8tion of a mining venture and can be changed
~or subsequent year's activities.
Presently,
~ining operations w~ll not be approved until the
30nd is in the hands of the Mines Department .

. . . /3

3.

?equ irements for project approval.
Exploration Licences and Prospecting Licences.
Basic conditions on Exploration and Prospecting
Licences require that if mechanised machinery is
to be used on the licence area, approval must be
obtained from the District Mining Engineer.
All that is required here is a letter to the
Department stating what activity is to take place,
whether it be, clearing of grid lines, drilling
for samples, costeaning, dry blowing, bulk
sampli~g, etc.
Where the activity is to occur,
what the extent of the activity is, over what
period of time the activity will occur, what
machinery is to be used. This should be
accompanied by plans and photographs.
A statement
on restoration or rehabilitation will generally
also be required.
Mining Leases.
A mining lease tenement is usually applied for
when an ore body is encounted which will take some
years to mine out.
When a full scale mining operation is considered a
Notice of Intent giving as much detail as possible
is required to be submitted to the Mines
Department and EPA if required for review and
approval.
Further conditions particularly in regard to

s~feguarding the environment will be placed on the

tenement at this stage. A Bond will also be
called for and as stated above, must now be in
place before project approval is given.
The details required in a Notice of Intent comes
under the follo~ing headings:Introduction:-

Summary
Objective
Location
Ownership
History
Existing Facilities

Existing Environment:-

Regional Setting
Geology
Hydrology
Climatology
Flora and Fauna

... /4
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Project Description:-

Mining
Ore Processing
Tailings Disposal
Support Facilities
Work Force
Transportation Corridors
Resource Requirements
Accommodation and Housing
Decommissioning

Environmental Impact and Management:Water
Flora and Fauna
waste Products
Toxic Materials Use and Storage
Atmospheric Pollution (eg. Dust)
Noise
Rehabilitation
Social Impacts:-

Aboriginal Sites
Heritage
Land Use
Social Environment
Use of Public Roads

Depending on the location of the tenement, the
nature of the project and the Social Impacts, the
operator will have to abide by various other Acts
of Parliament besides the Mining Act.
For example, should a project fall in a Reserve
administered by the Department of Conservation and
Land Management then the concurrence of the
Honourable Minister for CALM on the project will
be sought. CALM will add conditions to the lease.
On all tenements the Aboriginal Heritage Act must
be complied with.
In some localities there are known rare and
classified flora and any damage to these
contravenes the Wildlife P~otection Act. The
penalties arising from contravention of this Ac,t
are quite steep.
For example, damage to a rare
flora could incurr a fine of S10,000 per plant or
part thereof.
~)

General Purpose Leases may be granted over land
for support facilities to a mining operation.
conditions may be placed on a General Purpose
Lease at any time.

. .. /5
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- =:'7..1 sion:-

acquired a mining tenement of some kind, the
first step is to read the conditions on the lease on
_lcence and abide by them. The second step is to
~onsult with the members of the Mining Engineering
Section of the Department of Mines, who will discuss
your work proposal and make any necessary suggestions.
~aving

?he Acts and Regulations are not always easy to follow,
so close liason with the Department of Mines will help
the smooth passage of a mining venture from a hazy
dream to a workable reality.

Appendices 1,2 and 3 detail the general conditions
placed on all Prospecting and Exploration Licences and
t'1ining Leases.

APPENDIX 1
PRO S P E C TIN G

L ICE N C E

COMPLIANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE ABORIGINAL
HERITAGE ACT, 1972 TO ENSURE THAT NO ACTION IS TAKEN
WHICH IS LIKELY TO INTERFERE WITH OR DAMAGE ANY
ABORIGINAL SITE.
UNLESS THE WRITTEN APPROVAL OF THE DISTRICT MINING
ENGINEER IS FIRST OBTAINED, THE USE OF SCRAPERS,
GRADERS, BULLDOZERS OR OTHER MECHANISED EQUIPMENT FOR
SURFACE CLEARING IS PROHIBITED: WITH ALL TOPSOIL BEING
REMOVED AHEAD OF MINING OPERATIONS AND STOCKPILED FOR
REPLACEMENT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DIRECTIONS OF THE
DISTRICT MINING ENGINEER.

APPENDIX 2
E X PLO RAT ION

L ICE N C E

~OMPLIANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE ABORIGINAL
HERITAGE ACT, 1912 TO ENSURE THAT NO ACTION IS TAKEN
A~ICH IS LIKELY TO INTERFERE WITH OR DAMAGE ANY
~BORIGINAL SITE.

ALL SURFACE HOLES DRILLED FOR THE PURPOSE OF
EXPLORATION ARE TO BE CAPPED, FILLED OR OTHERWISE MADE
SAFE AFTER COMPLETION.
~LL COSTEANS AND OTHER DISTURBANCES TO THE SURFACE OF
THE LAND MADE AS A RESULT OF EXPLORATION, INCLUDING
DRILL PADS, GRID LINES AND ACCESS TRACKS, BEING
BACKFILLED AND REHABILITATED TO THE SATISFACTION OF THE
DISTRICT MINING ENGINEER. BACKFILLING AND
REHABILITATION BEING REQUIRED NO LATER THAN 6 MONTHS
AFTER EXCAVATION UNLESS OTHERWISE APPROVED IN WRITING
BY THE DISTRICT MINING ENGINEER.

ALL WASTE MATERIAL, RUBBISH, PLASTIC SAMPLE BAGS,
ABANDONED EQUIPMENT AND TEMPORARY BUILDINGS BEING
REMOVED FROM THE MINING TENEMENT PRIOR TO OR AT THE
TERMINATION OF EXPLORATION PROGRAMME.
$.

UNLESS THE WRITTEN APPROVAL OF THE DISTRICT MINING
ENGINEER, DEPARTMENT OF MINES, IS FIRST OBTAINED, THE
USE OF SCRAPERS, GRADERS, BULLDOZERS, BACKHOES OR OTHER
MECHANISED EQUIPMENT FOR SURFACE CLEARING OR THE
EXCAVATION OF COSTEANS IS PROHIBITED.
FOLLOWING
APPROVAL. ALL TOPSOIL BEING REMOVED AHEAD OF MINING
OPERATIONS AND SEPARATELY STOCKPILED FOR REPLACEMENT
AFTER BACKFILLING AND/OR COMPLETION OF OPERATIONS.

I
I
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ENVIRONMENT

Goldfields environment is an arid and fragile environment
management

.ith unique flora and fauna requiring specialised
=f potential impacts.

-~e area
is part of the Great Western Plateau;' a gently
': ..1."ldulating plain between ' 300m to 50 Om above sea level,
::erived from an eroded , Miocene peneplain.
An occasional
i ronstone-capped hill and granitic outcrqp exists.
There is
' 0 external
drainage with creek~ dr~ining into numerous
s h allow, seasonal salt lakes and claypans.

Pr inciple landform types are:
Breakaways
Grani.te rocks
Hills with banded ~ronstone, quartz or granites
Salt lakes
Undulating (greenstone) plains
Broad (alluvial) valleys and' calcareous plairis
Sandplain
Dune fields

The whole area is underlain by a basement cover of
granite or gneiss with intruded metamorphic rocks.

Archaean

Metamorphic Pre~Cambrian sediments were further altered to
granitic gneisses ' with widespread injections of ingeneous
material causin~ further regional metamorphism.
Green~tones,
mostly metamorphosed basaltic lavas, contain auriferous ' ore
deposits of the ~ain mining fields.
Remnant laterites cover
large areas wfth occasional granitic outcrops.
Outcrops ar~
few, as the plateau is covered with an erosional mantle.
Soils in the Eucalypt woodland are generally calcareous red
earths with a red-brown sandy loam surface.
Some saline
loams exist and in the west, yellow earthy sands tend to
dominate.

-

2 -

~~e
Mul ga woodland, soils are largely shallow loam or
.:::. loam J which overlies a silicious or -ferruginous hard
-. usual ly at 30-40cm depth.
I

=limate for the Goldfields region (Kalgoorlie) is classed
semi -desert
wi th' a
medi terranean
(wi nter
max i mum)
'r.:~~ency, although there is not a large difference in
summer
- : ~inter rainfall.

--~

~

i;

"'ea-5o further south

and west have a more reliable rainfall
mediterranean influence.
There is a
trend
-~h-eastwards
towards a
lower,
more uniform
seasonal
~.:~faII distribution.
_~h

a stronger

thunderstorms

:-. -':--er

$~!:-E!r-rainfall(cyclones)
'J

,-.

,.

and
extensions
of
monsoonal
are a feature, although unreliable.

~;~~fall
i-

is bet~een 300'~nd'150 mm throughout the region with
Extreme ranger of temperatures (-3°c min to 45°c max).

--e vegetation of

the Goldfieids includes areas within the
~=..!t:h-west,
south-west. Interzone and Eremaean
Botanical
;?-cvenances and consists of two distinct vegetation zones.
-:-ese are the Eucalypt woodland of the south-west and
S:::Jth-west Interzone Bqtanical pr-ovenances,
which overlaps
slightly into the Eremaean provenance and the low Acacia
~-=i::>dland (Mulga)
within the Eremaean Botanical
provenam:e
"Beard 1981).
~ transition exists
from a taller Eucalypt woodland in the
.est into the Mulga woodland in the north with'the transition
~~Dund the 230mm isohyet.

-cwards the

central
desert spinifex
(hummock grasslands)
In the east, the Eucalypt woodland merges to the
low shrubland of the Nul 1 arbor Plain.
Within the major
vegetation types o~her types exist on specific landforms, ego
~Dcks, salt lakes and sandplains.
~=minate.

:Jegetation characteristics are:
1. 5. 1

It1!L§;~£~!~e!;_§£!~!:QQt1~1!_~QQQ12DQ -

An open formatlon
of trees dominated by species of
Eucalyptus, with a
sparse understorey.
The woodland is interspersed with
scrub heath or sand heath which increases to the west.
The Eucalypt woodland consists of
a
variety
of
habi tats,
each
wi th
characteri sti c
vegetati on·
associations.
On alluvial
flats,
Salmon Gum ls~
§~!mQnQ~h!Q!~) dominates with
trees up to 25m often
associated with Gimlet is~ a~!~~Ci§) on clayey soils.
Generally i t has a'low shrub understorey of Saltbushes
.iBt.!:!~!~?i §~.:..) .and Bl uebushes J.t!Si!:~E!12 §~~).

3
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derived usually from granite,
Boongul
dominates with a variety of
=-=ile r species including Merrit J.§;.:.. f!.Q~k:tQQi2§)
and
- all Sand Mallee J.~.:.. ~~§mQGbi!.~).
loams~

. ~~ ~C~Q~~QQtiQ~Qt~~i§)

_'"'"

rocky

hills,
especially
from Coolgardie
to
Coral , Gum
11;..:..
tQr:.g\!2t~) ,
Gal df i el ds
Sl ac k butt i~.:.. 19aQ\!~iii) and Giant Mallee i~.:.. Q~~QE~)
d~ m inate with Dundas
Blackbutt J.~.:.. ~~ti~~E!!) in the
south.
A wide range of other Eucalyptus sp~ci~c occur
~ n this woodland.
"~:- seman,

_:1

The eS~Si~_~QQg!2[!fLJ.!~!.~!.g2l - The Ac:ac i a wood 1 and
=ansists of Mulga. ia£~£!~ ~ngy~~)
overstorey to 5m .
• wo types are recognized, one with grasses and forbs,
the other with a shrub layer consisting of
~r:.§mQeb!!~
~g~, gs§§!~ §e.:.., e£~£!2 §e.:.. and ~~!r:.§~n~ sp.

woodland
is the
dominant vegetation
of
Australia's semi-arid and arid interior.
It contains
a range of species dominated by the Acacia species.

~cacia

Eucalypts occur
occ~sionally
throughout the zone,
especially in creeks,:" J.S~ S'§!!!s!Qyl§D.§!.§) and _specific
habitats (eg. §;.:.. kio9§mil.!ii and S.:.. l§e~QeQQ~ on sandy
sites).
Eucal~pts
incr~ase
towards the transition
zone into the Eucalypt Sclerophyll woodland.
-~

specific vegetation types include:

Scrub heath, or sand heath, is widespread and common,
but varies in composition from one area to another.
In this formation the taller
shrubs can grow to 4.5m
high, but are scattered, standing out above the lower
layer of smaller shrubs which are about 1m high.
Some
of the taller , shrubs in the ,scrub heath are §c~~!11§2
§~~~l§iQC,
9.:..
Q~~CQ§Q§~m2'
the
native
cypress
i~~llii~i§
Q~§i§§~~
subsp.
Y~CCYSQ~,)
species
of
e£~Si9' ~sok§is, ~~§Y2C!D.~
and ' severalother
members
of the family ECQ~§2Sg~~.
In the formation occur a
few mal lee eucalypts, mostly species which rarely form
separate communities of their own.
These
include
Burracoppin ~allee ls~ ~YCC~SQQQ!ti~n§!§), ,tall
sand
mal lee i~.:.. ~c~~QQni12)' merrit is.:.. flQ~k~Qoi2g),
lerp
mallee J.~.:.. iO£C9aa919),
and Boorabbin mallee 19~
el~:t~~Q~~§).
Smaller shrubs in the formation
include
species
of
~2gS~g~,
~21~~ci~,
~~~m2g~~~£i~m,
~QQQaQgCffiHffi,

Q2ffi~i~r:.~,

~g~2~§H£2'
~gC!!'£Q!:.£i~·

EgC~QQ~i2'

9c§~ill~2'

tl~lg~~i~,

' Eit~r:.Q£i~,

~gmiggQ!~,

§~~li£i~m

and

There is also some transition from the scrub heath to
the mallee formation where shrubby eucalypts up to
4.5m form a dense community.
Sometimes,
as in the
thicket formation, there is an understorey of smaller

(

-
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shrubs of the scrub heath formation.
Several
species
Eucalyptus usually dominate in the mal lee, the most
cnmmon being the tall
sand mallee Jg~ §~§mgQbil~).
Al so occurring in ' the formation
are merrit
ig~
f!9S~tQQi~§), the lerp m~!!g§lg~ ins~~§§~~~), York gum
i~~ lQ~QQnl§E~), the
capped mallee Jg~ Qil§212)
and
varieties of ~~ Q~~Q§~.
The understorey varies from
sparse to dense~ with sandy areas carrying similar
species to thosa in the scrub heath: Several, species
.=f §C§~i~~§2 and ~c§mQehi12 are in the lower storey in
l oamy or clayey soils.
~f

Outcrops
provide
outcrop,
run-off

of granite throughout the region usually
a
special
habitat where,
surrounding the
there is deeper soil receiving the benefit of
rain water.
Dense thickets of g~§y~cin~
~~~g§lt~~2 grown
4.5-6.0m high around the outcrops
together with other plans including aS2si~ species.
Pockets of soil on the granite suppo~t ce~tain ' ferns
and the tufted perennial herb ~QCY2 nitiQ~.
In deeper
soil pockets there· ~r~ also shrubs and small
trees,
some of which are char~cteristic of such habitats.

In saltpans~ claypans and sur~ounding salt lakes there
is a formation of halophytes, that is, plants growing
in saline conditions.
These also occ4r on small
islands in salt lakes.
Species of e1ciH!~~,
~~§~i~
and ~Q~bi2'
and occasionally ~2~§2 Q[~i§§~~
and
~~§~2cin~ 1§QiQQQblgi2 occur in this type of
habitat,
and around the fringes of the lakes and pans are also
species of E~ilQt~§ and EC2n~~ni2.
Further away from
the extremely saline areas, halophytic species form an
understorey under scattered trees such as salmon gum
ig~ §§!mgngQh!Qi~), merrit 19~ flQ£kigOi~~) and
black
morrel 1~~ mg!209~Y!9n).

Towards the ' North and East,
hummock grasslancis on
sandy soils · and dunefields dominate.
T~e
dominant
vegetation is spinifexJlciQQi~ 2Q~) in association
with Mulga J6£2£i2'~O§YC~) various Mallees and
~arble
gum J~.!.. 9gn9:;t!QS2Ce.2).
The density of spinifex in
relation to other species i~ reliant on landform and
soils.

vertebrate fauna of the Goldfields is determined by its
; e n graphic position in WA.
As the Goldfields largely occupy
~h at region biologically known as
the S . W. Interzone, it is
a, essentially "borrowed" or "derived" fauna with components
~ rom both the south
west on ~he one hand and the desert on
~he other.
As such the Goldfields has a surprisingly rich
.fauna ., but with very few endemic or "Goldfields only"
-~e

-
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__ as..

(Notice that this is very different to
the
with plants,
eucalypts in particular.)
The
:=-~;".g account
of di fferent vertebrate groups i odi cab~s
- ":.~e fauna
is indeed much more diverse and spectacular
~~E few commonly observed species most af us see.

...._:.":.:lon

Some 210 species are oresent 1£~ ~O% of th~ Au~tralia~
total).
Except for a few tropical
families most
Australian bird groups are present.
Most noteworthy
are 17
species of
parrot,
including
some
of
Australia's most spectacular, .eg.
Major Mitchell,
Scarlet-breasted and Naretha Blue Bonnett.
The large
variety of parrots is due in part to the rich seed
supply available from Mulga-type vegetation which
ocurrs in the· north and east of
the Goldfields.
(Notice that theSc·arlet-breasted Parrot is one of the
very few species
which could
be considered
a
Goldfields endemic).

Some 40 species are present J£2 20'l. of the Australian
total).
These include
bats, small
rodents
and
marsupials as well as the more familiar kangaroos
(3
species present).
:Most mammals are very small,
ie.
mouse-sized or slightly larger, they are nocturnal and
shy,
therefore
only observed
using
specialised
techniques usually trapping.
A recent series of
surveys in the Goldfields recorded three new species
of mammals previously unknown to science.
These were
a rodent and two small marsupials. (This indicates-how
poorly we really
know our fauna
in parts
of
Australia.)
Prior to European settlement of Australia
at least
10 possibly 15 additional
mammals species
occurred iri the Goldfields.
As has happened elsewhere
mammals have suffered most.
One species of dunnart
(carnivorous
marsupial)
could,
like
th~
Scarlet-breasted Parrot,
be considered a Goldfields
endemic •

.. =. .,)

E!:Q9.§

9 species present Cb'l. of the Australian total).
Not
an abundant fauna du~ to aridity.
Includes two
species; Water-holding Frog and Desert Trilling Frog
which both encapSUlate themselves in protein-plastic
bag as water retention device.

85 species present
(21'l. of
the Australian total).
Includes two groups, Dragons,
ie. Bicycle Bobs and
Granite Rock Dragons and Gekkos which are arid zone
specialists and very diverse in the Goldfields.
Also
includes 4 species of
legless lizards and 17 species
of snake, although only 3 or 4 are dangerous
(though
all except Pythons (3 spp.) and blind snakes (2 spp.)
are poisonous.

-
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Outside of towns land tenure includes three main types:
Pastoral lease
Vacant· Crown Land
Reserves, including conservation, timber, sandalwood, water
and specific purp~se reserves.
Exploration activity can be limited by land tenure
specific environmental and operational requirements for
area.
~;JiRONMENTAL

IMPACTS

OF

with
each

EXPLORATION

;:::=nducting exploration activities in the Goldfields a number of
-;1:nental aspects should be considered.
1n all cases the onus is
:""-:e company,
exploration team, geologist and drilling
crew
~~ting the
exploration to avoid or minimise any environmental

----

--tnci ple environmental impacts associated with exploration are as

.-

The most obvious and basic impact of any field operation
vegetation removal.
Clearing is associated with:

is

survey lines
grids and seismic lines
access and road networks
campsites and inf~astructure
drill sites~ costines and sampling
The clearance
of
vegetation immediately
reduces
the
protection of the gl-ound surface from raindrop action, the
amount of habitat available to native fauna and al~ows
increased wind velocity at the ground surface.
In addition,
clearing leads to the greater incidence of the nuisance ,of
dust.
The long-term significance of vegetation loss may depend upon
the rarity of those plant communities, seasonal factors, the
period of time during which the ground is left bare and the
use to which i t is subsequently put.
Environmental regions such as salt lakes, with only a
small
amount of low vegetation and with few long-lived plant forms,
would not be so greatly impacted by vegetation clearance as
areas where there is a relatively large amount of vegetation,
composed of several layers,
ie. trees,
shrubs and grasses
containing many trees which are very old.
These more diverse
areas ~an be expected to
take very long periods
to
regenerate_
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of the extreme dependence of the natural systems in
the arid zone on water and its pattern~ of · moveme~~,
the
diversion of drainage is likely to produce major effects on
the natural systems; changes in water distribution patterns
may permanently affect productivity.
The blockage of natural
drainage can create artificial ponding of water in certain
areas and deprivation for others.
B~cause

Several operaticins have the potential
for causing major
disruption to drainage,
notably the construction of grid
lines and roads which may divert natural flows along their
surface.
Borrow pits, uoo, focussing and collecting runoff,
have the potential for
alteration of
localised vegetation
pattern and consequent implications for stock., feral
animals
and native fauna.

Most exploration and development operations,
with their
associated impacts of vegetation removal and disturbance to
the surface soil., have t~e potential to cause an increase in
the effects of
wind erosion.
The increase of
the area
subject to wind erosion is one of
the more significant
impacts sirice i t may lead to permanent degradation and affect
the ecosystem by initiating a
cycle of expanding areas of
erosion and instability.
The dunef~eld areas and areas adjacent to salt lakes are the
most susceptible to wind erosion as their soil particles are
a suitable size for wind transport and little protection is
afforded by perennial
vegetation.
Such features " as dune
blow-outs are signs of aggravated erosion.
The gibber plain
areas, although sparsely vegetated, are very stable if
their
surface is unbroken, as the gibbers provide a protective
cover to the surface soil.
Wind erosion of disturbed
surfaces is also the cause of dust problems in areas of h~man
habitation and
the burial
and scour
of
surrounding
veg~tation.

Operations of a linear nature, such as grid lines~ and roads
have the potenti al to lead to local ised .wa.t er erosion effects
such as sheet · wash or gullying.
These operations,
requiring
the clearance of vegetation and removal of
some topsoil,
cause small losses in productivity if topsoil is lost through
erosion and may result
in localised degradation of
a
permanent nature.
Many of the landforms in the Goldfields have very slight
slopes and hence do not allow water to attain sufficient
velocity to cause erosion.
Others, for
example,
the
dunefields, have soils which are permeable and deep and ~ence
allow infiltration of water with little, if any,
runoff.
However, many areas such as the hills and alluvial fans have
a combination of slopes and soils which are very susceptible
to erosion when disturbed. Localised gullying can be expected

-
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soils,
.nere roads are built upslope in areas of red duplex
while
s:..;.=h as are found in alluvial fans and hills areas.,
soils
'S".."eet erosion would be expected on flats and fragi I e
a;Dund lakes (eg. kopi).

~~st

of the exploration and development operations provide
;avourable sites for
possible weed incursion by creating
:=:len 7 disturbed areas of soil which weeds are well adapted to
e~ploit.
Weeds may displace elements of native vegetation
~?on which other elements of the ecosystem are dependent
and
''''ence alter or destabili:s:e the natural environment.
Linear operations such as grid lines have the potential to
encourage the greater penetration of weeds into natural
communities.
The movement of vehicles and personnel
along
such corridors also increases the possibility of
weed
introduction., by seeds becoming embedded in mud or soil
from
nne area which becomes attached to vehicles' undersides and
tyres and then drops off in another.

Exotic animals such as rabbits, horses., goats, sheep.,
cats,
cattle, camels and foxes have had a
very serious impact on
Australia's arid ecosystems.
Rabbits,
cattle,
goats and
sheep degrade the environment by overgrazing and trampling,
whilst cats and foxes prey on native animals, many of
who,se
populations have been seriously depleted.
The provision of
permanent water supplies attendant upon the establishment of
camps or the creation of borrow pits may indirectly stimulate
the increase in populations of certain exotic animals and
produce.great grazing pressures on vegetation and predation
upon native fauna.

Most exploration activities occur on lands subject to
joint
use.
Many ciperations take place over l~nds which are lea~ed
for
pastoral
activities.
Others
occur near sites
of
importance to Aboriginal
or European heritage,
in areas
increasingly visited by tourists or are within areas reserved
for conservation purposes.
One of
the effects of
grid exploration and
development
operations such as the creation o~ lines and access roads, is
to increase the accessibility to areas which may previously
had very limited access by people.
This can, in particularly
sensitive areas, produce undesirable effects.
In all
caSes
it is essential
that one respects the rights of
othe~
legitimate land-users and co-operates fully with them.

-
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impacts.
Several
have
major environmental
vegetation types are extremely ~ire sensitive' (eg.
is
-_ ==:ypt woodland), although the chances of a major fire
._-=.-!:.ed.

=:~=

can

~~=f ields

other communities
such as
hummock grasslands
and
se,.=plains, fires can readily OCCur ana ti,erefore adoption to
&~-e exists.
In all
cases ignition by external
means is
_--atural
and care must
be taken to avoid
wildfires
as=e=ially in fire sensitive communities where irreversible
:a-age' can be caused.

water spills associated with exploration, drilling
and
have caused severe localised impacts. In the southern
~: ~fields all
groundwater
is saline and in many cases
-: =ersaline.
~;,"t

e:~ ing

iaii ne groundwater will kial all vegetation very rapidly with
~a~ ~r
impacts on dependa~t fauna.
Spills in" drainage
~~a'nels have the potential to effect large areas.
water used in drilling,
dust control or brought to the
by drill programmes must be contained.
Salt effected
a rEas require special ' rehabilitation techniques and due to
. =~ rainfall considerable time to ~emove salts by leaching.

~a:t

~_r~ace

discarded refuse,
though
in
itself relatively
to the environment, is one of the most conspicuous
~t most easily remedied
environmental impacts.
Rubbish is
~a::'nly of
aesthetic concern with respect to both domestic
_=bish and exploration litter such as s~mple bags, PVC pip~,
=~~ and sample sto~age a~eas.
:~-elessly
-~-;::less

has proved that
un capped d~ill holes especially if
and PVC collared are ext~emely effective pit
t~aps
~=~ small
mammals and reptiles.
An intensive grid
and
=-illing programme leaving
drill holes uncapped can hav~ a
=e~astating impact on local fauna populations.
;~5earch
ce~tical

':;EX::NT

OF

ENVIRONMENTAL

IMPACTS

~2rhaps the most significant
management technique which can
te applied is the prior planning and siting of
developments
~3 take into consideration
the intrinsic sensitivity of
the
jifferent environments and
the impacts of
the particular
=~erations to be undertaken .

-
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of the
impacts or expensi ve rehabi I i tation progr-ammes
:an be avoided by a sensible selection of routes or sites
or

~=-ny

~~

taking

precautions
to avoid
the
development
of
problems.
For
example,
natural
drainage
~3tt erns should
be taken into consideration prior
to the
siti ng of
access and roadways so that
interference with
-atural drainage is minimised.
e~vi ronmental

areas . designated as being significant environmental areas
exploration activities occur, consideration should be
;iven to a special
mapping programme to clearly indicate
E2nsitive or vulnerable components of
the area to give
;:.li dance to operati ons • .

;~r

_~ere

and disturbance will
still
be required by many
=perations.
However 7
there are several ways by which the
i ·~pact of the process can be reduced:

~learance

Use naturally clear areas instead of clearing for gridlines
and drill sites.
Use e~isting roads and tracks where
;:)Ossible.
In naturally clear or level country i t may be sufficient to
roll rather than clear and grade for certain operations.
In other areas 7 ' a light grading removing only the surface
layers of vegetationj can ensure a minimal disturbance to
topsoil containing seed load and veget~tioMcomm~hities.
This enables rapid regeneration
because most of
the
perennial indigenous species have evolved some form of root
stock and removal
of the upper
plant storey triggers the
subsurface area to produce new shoots.
When grading or clearance is necessary confine it to only
the mi ni mum an:a requi red in order- to reduce the total area
affected.
Retain· the maximum amount of vegetation,
especially avoid removing trees~
Another techniqu~ which may be employed to minimise the
total area cleared or disturbed is the sequential use of
areas already cleared.
For example, re-use grid lines were
appropriate for access routes.
Confining

~ehicle

movement to designated roadways.

Where there is a choice in clearing, it is good practice to
avoid the sensitive vegetation types.
Particular care
should be taken to avoid interfering with vegetation along
the margins of streams or rocks.
Contractors must be supervised closely or have severe
penalty clauses in contracts.
Griding for

su~vey

purposes should be avoided.
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~=od

field practice avoids obstruction
to natural
drainage
however small.
Even the presence of graded windrows
=an block very fine channel systems.

s y stems~

intersections
with major
drainage channels
are
_,avoidable y ensure that adequate culverting is provided.

_~ ere

1
~e

creation of bare ground
next to drainage lines promotes
siltation of
channels
and waterholes.
Clearing
and
earthworks near water courses and in sensitiv~ soil
types
snould be avoided if possible.
-::r:Jads., grid lines or easements which may focus overland flows
~rom adjacent areas should be cambered or provided with water
bars to disperse water laterally rather than entraining it.

=,

abandonment of
a temporary operations s1te that had to
a drainage system, the surface should be re-profiled
~:J the original contours
to restore as far as possible the
~atural drainage patterns_
~ isturb

The wise siting of works and the procedures outlined under
~estoration and Rehabilitation serve to avoid or inhibit
erosional processes.

3 .4.1
Wind erosion is primarily a natural occurrence of the
dunefield areas and areas adjacent
to salt lakes,
however it can be increased by exploration activity.
Wind erosion can be reduced by:
avoiding sensitive
dunes;

Cerodable) soil types, ego Kopi

restricting the areas cleared and keeping access
ways to a minimum width;
restricting unnecessary vehicle movement and
confining vehicle movement to designated roadways;
the re-use of cleared areas and reducing the need to
clear new areas.
In addit:i.on, the
vegetation
over
protect the soil
the wind.

storing and
respreading of
cleared
impacted surfaces will
assist tD
surface from the erosive forces of

Regions such as the
hills, ranges, the alluvial
fans
and the dissected tablelands
have the combination of
slopes and soils which are very vulnerable to erosion
when disturbed.
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One of the major ways that water
erosion can
reduced or avoided under these circumstances is
site access roads so as to minimise the traversing
long slopes.

be
to
of

Where such siting cannot be avoided~ the provision of
adequate water oars, off let drains or the cambering of
the impacted surface may help to divert the water
laterally.
The restriction of
vehicle movement, particularly
wet times, can lessen soil compaction, disturbance
the soil structure and the scarring of the soil.

in
of

On abandonment of any sizeable cleared area, roads or
grids y procedures such as the tyne pitting or ripping
of the surface at intervals across the slope, parallel
to the contour,
will reduce the potential for
water
erosion.

?ollution and salt water "damage can be avoided ~y care and
good siting of operation~.
Salt water should be contained to
dams or pits along with drilling products, oils and
waste.
If necessary, pits should be lined to avoid seepage.
Pits
should be subsequently filled and rehabilitated.
I

Rubbish should always be removed and disposed of
properly.
This includes domestic rubbish,
drill sample bags, PVC pipe
and all solid rubbish.

The possession and use of firearms
contractors should be prohibited.
Native fauna can be best
guidelines are followed:

protected

by
if

any
a

personnel
few

or

important

do no take exotic or domestic animals into the bush;
discourage the build-up of populations of exotic animals
around camps by the fencing of waste-water
pits or bores
and the reprofiling of borrow pits which are not needed for
other purposes to avoid collecting water;
leave trenches open for as short a time as possible with
slopes that enable small captured animals to escape;
cap all drill holes
trapping" fauna.

Q.g!.Q~

ground level to prevent "pit.

Most exploration activities take place on
lands which are
subject to joint or ' sequential use/interest - lands important
+or pastoral,
Aboriginal
heritage,
European
heritage,
tourist/recreational and conservation values.
In most cases,
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these other land uses will continue well after exploration or
development operations have ceased.
Hence i t is essential in
the protection of the rights of others that particular care
be taken during operations and that, on abandonment, the land
be left in a condition compatible with local land use.
3.7.1
Consul tCl.t~on· wi t.t. pastoral
properi:y 1 t:sse~s,
both
prior to and throughout work on a property, can ensure
that conflicts or problems are avoided.
Be sure to
confer with owners before using water.
Rules of common sense and consideration should be
followed;
for
example,
ensure
that fences
and
identifying markers are left intact and take care that
stock animals are not unduly disturbed.
Gates should
be left as found, not necessarily closed as there is
often a
good reason for them being left open,
eg.
access to water. You should pay particular attention
to avoiding the pollution of waterhole~ ~nd bb~es on
which animals depend.
On
abandonment of a site or
area,
consul tati oh : wi th
1 essees
can a 's si st
the
identification of those development sites or areas
which need to be rehabilitated.

European heritag~ items in the Goldfields have been
little documented, although
there are many sites of
abandoned homestead, grave sites, mines~ etc.
Leave
old buildings, yards, ete, unmarked and intact, and if
you locate anything which you suspect to be associated
with Eur9pean heritage, avoid disturbing the site and
report it.

Aboriginal
items
and
sites
are
protected . by
legislation, it
is an offence to damage Aboriginal
si tes.
While main or well known sites of Aboriginal
heritage
have been located and
recorded by the W.A.
Museum,
there are .many unrecorded sides of archaeological
and
mythological significance.
If
suspected sites are
encountered then M~seum staf~
can assist in positive
identification.
In areas where living Aborigines still have close ties
with the land, consultation with the communities and
relevant Government department is essential.

In areas where operations are being undertaken within
or near conservation
reserve 7
the W.A.
Government
policy on mining and exploration in national parks and
nature reserves must be observed.
Special conditions

-
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will also be imposed by the Department of Conservation
and Land Management (see Appendices).
When adjacent to reserves the correct boundary
be determined and all operators informed.

should

In many areas there is incomplete knowledge of flora
and fauna and often a requirement for survey of flora
and fauna especially rare or endangered species, is
required.

Even in the earliest stages of development operations where
it is necessary to remove vegetation and soil it is possible
to . provide : for
the rapid restoration of disturb~d sites on
abandonment by the separate stockpiling of the surface layers
of soil (10-15cm)
and vegetation.
The top
layer of soil,
whether it looks different in appearance or not,
contains
seeds and nutrients which are essential
to the regrowth of
plant communities which will take long periods of time to
re-establish, once removed.
. "
During grid line constructloh and road building, some of the
topsoil
layer is pushed to the side with the cleared
vegetation to form windrows.
For other facilities which
require more major clearance,
such as costines, drill
pads,
camps,
etc,
it is
strongly recommended
that
separate
stockpiles of
vegetation and topsoil be made and respread
when the facility is no longer needed.
Vegetation removed separately
and stockpiled can
when
respread provide some protection to the soil from erosion by
acting as a mulch.
It also traps wind-blown seeds, acts a
seed source and will inhibit access to regenerating surfaces.

In the arid areas, planned restoration procedures provide for
rapid regrowth of natural
vegetation by creating favourable
conditions and sites for colonisation by native species.
In the Goldfields the harshness, low moisture conditions and
vast distances invol~ed makes more iQtensive treatments such
as replanting impractical.
There are four
basic steps
to· the usual
methods
of
restoration.
These rely on having separately stockpiled
soils and vegetation but in some cases it
can still
be
beneficial to carry out one of them alone, as, fo~
instance,
the ripping of
compacted soil,
even if
all
cannot be
pe~formed on a particular site.
( 1)

Areas which have a hardened or compacted soil surface,
such as heavily used access roads, drill sites, borrow
pits and camps, must have this surface either ripped or
pitted into b~aad shallow ~its to break up the ,hardened
layer, ,increase infiltration of water, and to provide a
roughened surface where windblown seeds can

-
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accumulate.
Pitting is usually confined to the gentler
sloping areas and is not ideal
on very sandy areas,
wh~le ripping or
furrowing is generally undertaken on
more sloping land parallel to contours.
In general the depth of ripping will depend on the depth
of the compacted layer.
It is likely, however, that .the
more heavily compacted or clay surface sites will
:-equire ripP'ing 1:.0 Ca depth ~f approxima'i:el y 30LCl,.
The best
winter.

time

to rip

"

or

pit is

generally

in

early

....

Tyne pitting

(2)

The topsoil, separately stockpiled beforQ operations
began, should then be respread over the surface as
near ~s possible to its natural surface profile.

(3)

The vegetation removed and separately stockpiled
should be respread over the surface to act as a mulch,
seed trap and store, as protection to the surface from
erosion and as an access inhibitor.

(4)

Direct seeding with a mix of local species seeds will
ensure adequate revegetation providing suitable site
preparation has been done.
Direct seeding should only
be required in heavily disturbed areas.

Once an area has been
subject to restoration, re-use of
area by vehicles must be avoided.

the
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,
Track ripping on sloping and

flat surfaces

tracks should be ripped
On relatively flat sections,
or chisel ploughed along the road after the windrowed
at a
spacing not closer
topsoil has been ~espread,
than 30 cm.
On sloping sections,
where runoff
is likely ripping
should be
carried
out
across
the
slope
at
approximately 30 cm spacing.
Thus,
water will
be
directed laterally from the track and not focussed
downhill
with
potential
for
causing
gullying.
Particular care should be taken to restore the natural
contour of drainage channels intersected by access
ways.
Where access roads are worn down or eroded lower than
natural ground levels, earth blocks may be needed to
direct water flow laterally to avoid channelling and
erosion.
As a general
guide the blocks should be
spaced 30 m apart
on steep slopes,
50 m apart on
moderate slopes and 75 m on gentle slopes.

-
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All
abandoned drill
holes should be plu~ged ~nd
rendered safe.
Particular care should be taken with
all holes that yield salt water.
The drill si~e and associated pits will require deep
ripping to break up compacted layers.
All pits should
be filled-in with subsoil
and smoothed then respread
with stockpiled topsoil and vegetation.
Particular care should
site waste.

be taken to

-remove all

drill

These should be filled and deep ripped to 30 cm
parallel to the contours.
Topsoil should be respread
and vegetation followed.
Slopes of borrow pits should
be battered to less than 1:3.

Monitoring of exploration areas should be conducted to ensure
the succes~ of
restoration programmes and completion of
management techniques outlined is achieved.
The aim should
be for a
long term stable land surface with sustainable
vegetation.

SUMMARY

-,e

Goldfields environment is arid and fragile.
It has unique
- . ora and ~auna and requires special
management to
avoid
~~v ironmental impacts during mining exploration activities.
!;

careful
planning,
knowing the environment and potential
.T~acts in
which exploration activities are occurring and by
~, serving the basic management techniques, en~ironmental
impacts
=an be minimized and repaired.
~e

:~e

onuS is on each company, geologist
environment.

and operator to

protect
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CLEARING PRACTICES AND TOPSOIL MANAGEMENT
C.J.WATT
KALGOORLIE NICKEL SMELTER

INTRODUCTION

As we are working in an arid environment, we need
to appreciate the fact that although the vegetation of the region
is very well adapted to handl ing the pressures placed on it
naturally ( ego drought , flood and fire) this does not mean
that it will always recover from the additional pressures that
man places on it. While the local plant communities in the
Goldfields area are able to recover from adverse impact as is
illustrated by the regeneration of Eucalypt woodlands following
timber cutting in the early part of this century, we need to
remember 1 that there comes a time when the influence that we (
mankind ) have on a particular area surpasses its ability to
recover naturally. When the latter occurs ( or is likely to occur
) , we need to adopt appropriate management strategies to
minimise and/or correct our influence on the unigue area we live
in on the Eastern Goldfields of Western Austral1a.

CONTROLLING THE IMPACTS OF CLEARING

While this workshop is concerned with revegetation
and stabilising our impact on the environment , I would like to
take a step backwards and ask " Why do we need to carry out
rehabili tation ? ". The answer is fairly simple - we need to
carry out restoration work because we have disturbed the
ecological balance in our local environment.
Having answered the question relating to why we
need to carry out this work I would suggest that we must ask
ourselves why and to what extent we need to impact on our
surroundings. "Why 7 '11 I would suggest is relatively easy to
answer - man cannot continue to progress without impacting on his
surroundings ; so we must accept that in progressing we will have
an impact on our environment both on a local and wider sense. It
therefore appears that in progressing we must have a detrimental
effect on the environment as it existed before our efforts.

i..m.pact

This leads us to the question of the extent of our

how permanent will our disturbance be ?
to what degree can we control and minimise impact ?
. how do we go about this control ? .
. and ,in addition, how are we going to effectively
communicate the information to the general public on
our controls and their success ?

I consider that finding the correct answers to the
last four questions to be the biggest challenge facing natural
resource users everywhere - whether they be miners , pastoral ists
farmers , fishermen ,loggers or any other group. Having said
that we need to look for "correct answers", we must accept that
there is no universal solution - we must review each impact and
formulate a management plan to ensure that we can minimise and/or
can correct the effects which our endeavours have on the
environment.
I

So let I s consider how we can meet the aim of
reducing the effect on the environment when we are planning to
clear areas for construction of mines , tailings areas , pastoral
dams , pipelines , powerlines , roadways , ect.
· in the planning stage we should carry out a site
inspection and review the locations effected to
reduce the total impact
consider the influence of water and wind erosion
effects on the total area under the influence of the
work being planned
· all clearing should be clearly defined with the areas
to be cleared/left identified and all the relevant
information on this requirement made available to
those carrying out the work
· we need to monitor compliance with our pre-determined
conditions

• all clearing required should be reviewed to check if
siting can be changed to minimise the impact of the
work
· all contracts let should contain conditions aimed
at ensuring compliance with defined environmental
goals
· while this topic is not specifically covered in this
workshop, we need to consider the requirements of
local fauna when carrying out work which will impact
on their habitats
· special ·care and stricter than normal conditions may
need to be considered in areas where rare or poorly
distributed flora or fauna exist
· a consideration which I feel is often overlooked in
this type of situation is the aesthetics of the
operation - both from an internal sense and in the
eyes of the public. If the perceived impact of
pro~ects can be lessened there is less chance of
rad1cal reaction from the local population.
· when an area is to be cleared we should endeavour to
ensure that resources we do not need to utilise (e~.
timber , seed bearing vegetation or litter , topso11
ect. ) are made available to other groups who may
be able to use them.
· when an area is to be cleared for a short term use
(eg. drill sites ) , topsoil and vegetation should
be cleared prior to the work commencing as this
resource will be invaluable in restoration of the
effected area.
· if areas are to be cleared and utilised for longer
periods I for example for tailings impoundment or
overburden disposal, then long term management plans
must be prepared I including allocation of funds ,
to ensure that effective rehabilitation of the
disturbed, area will be carried out.
I have not attempted to list the points discussed
above in any order of importance or priority as this must be
determined be analysis of each situation and project.

TOPSOIL RECOVERY AND MANAGEMENT

Arguably our greatest single resource
in
rehabilitation/restoration work is the soil
this is the
comparatively shallow layer on the surface of the earth's crust
on which all sustainable plant AND animal life depends.
In the Eastern Goldfields soils are generally
· shallow ,
· old ,
· well leached ,
· of poor structure ,
· low in organic matter ,
· have poor water retention characteristics
• and are low in nutrients.
When considered in conj unction with our arid
climate and unreliable rainfall, the need for careful management
of topsoil assumes greater importance than it may do in less
hostile environments.
Planning topsoil handling and management will
involve the following objectives :
• carry out an inventory of topsoil resources on the
site and select the best pos1tion for particular
activities based on this analysis of available
resources
. determine the total area to be disturbed including
the final areas of such things as mines , overburden
dumps I tailings impoundment I buildings , roads I
ect. From this data determine the minimum quantity
of topsoil which must be recovered to meet the
demands of the restoration work required (
remembering that the greater the depth of soil
available to plants in a rehabilitation area the
better the result will be ).

. during topsoil recovery make sure that only the
material required is recovered - i.e. if we specify
that the to 200 mm is the depth we wish to recover
to we need to check that those doing the work do not
decide to work to a depth of 100 mm or 300mm. If
subsoil is to be recovered and used as well, we need
to specify this depth and also to stockpile this
material separate from our topsoil.
• formulate a management plan for topsoil recovery
and redeployment - it is preferable that the topsoil
be rede~loyed immediately as this will ensure that
the max~mum benefit will be received from seed ,
nutrients and soil bacteria contained in the
material. stockpiling of topsoil will result in a
loss in viable seed stock and j probably more
importantl¥, a loss in soil bacteria which are
essential ~n that they have a significant effect on
the ability of plants to take up moisture and
nutrients.
if topsoil is to be stockpiled I then the depth
should be kept as shallow as practicable and the
surface ripped to reduce wind and water erosion. If
the stockpile is to be left for some time, it would
also be adviseable to fertilise or even
seed/fertilise to assist in plant growth : this will
not only further reduce erosion but will contribute
to maintaining the biological activity in the soil
and produce a seed store I both of which will be
advantageous when the material is used in restoration
work.
• in recoverin9 and redeploying topsoil care must be
taken to min~mise phys~cal damage to the soil
structure - co~paction and dust ( heavy vehicle
traffic will result in the pulverising of the soil
to form" bulldust " ) are two of the most often seen
problems in the Kalgoorlie area.
When considering topsoil recovery , it is
important to realise that no matter how poor we consider the
material to be - it is still very much better than having no
topsoil at all.
In addition to recovering and re-using topsoil
there will be ocassions where the use of subsoil or some other
medium will have a beneficial effect - there could also be times
when tbe use of topsoil alone would be inappropriate; ego where
a "toxic" material is being covered, a capping layer would be

required - I use the word "toxic" in this sense to mean any
material which can have an adverse effect on the environment and
would suggest that highly saline gold tailings could come into
this catagory.

So , let I s assume we manage to meet all our
predetermined goals in minimising , controlling and correcting
the impacts of our particular enterprise on the environment ; we
are still left with the major problem of how we are going to
ensure that the public at large are made aware of our efforts.AII
major natural resource users are increasingly coming under
pressure from environmental activist groups relating to their
impacts on the environment : while we can sit back and say that
we are minimising our impact and in many cases correcting the
mistakes of earlier resource users - unless we can effectively
counter the adverse publicity generated by the "other side"
groups such as the min~ng , forestry and pastoral industries will
bear the stigma of being the "bad guys" in the environmental
debate.
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INTRODUCTION

When the mine operator tips waste onto a dump he is not just
building a waste dump but a long term land form that must survive
the rigours of time.
This new landform must therefore be constructed with long term
stability as one of the main design criteria. With a long term
dsign the construction phase can employ methods to reduce overall
costs and produce a landform which can be returned to its use
prior to mining.
Desi g n Criteria

The design of a waste dump includes the usual criteria of
capacity, haul distances, bench heights and overall height but
the designer should also look at the areas of :i) Long term erosion control.
a) Water erosion -

Catchment area of dump.
Current drainage channels.
Expected maximum rainfall.
Drainage design including slope angles
and slope length.
b) Wind erosion - Dust control measures.
- Details of the material being placed in
the dump.
ii) Geotechnical stability of the material.
- Are there possible failure modes in the
material?
iii) Use of the land after mining.
- Government requirements.
- Local land use (grazing, forestry,
crops etc).
iv) Aesthetics.
- Can the dump be shaped into the
surrounding natural surface?
- Will the dump blend in or be a harsh
scar on the landscape?
- Attempt to limit the impact of the
site.
A number of the above criteria can have a simple solution by
applying current revegetation practices to the waste dump.
Revegetation practises in the goldfields consist of the following
steps.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Reduce slopes to 15
20
Control runoff with drainage
Topsoil the slopes
contour rip the slopes
Revegetate with local species

Dump Construotion

With the long term plan broken down into yearly plans with the
aim being to prepare areas for revegetation in early autumn the
mine operator can construct the dump in a logical manner.
The yearly plan can be reduced to the following steps.
- Clear the area collecting any seed and timber for later
use.
- Remove the topsoil from the area to stockpiles or when
slopes are available directly place the topsoil on the
slopes.
- Place the waste material in a manner to reduce the slopes
and to minimise the dozing required. Scrapers can step
in as they place the material up the wall. Trucks can
paddock tip and then the roads can be flatted off and the
outer edge can be smoothed off with a dozer. The outer
edge can be tipped in small stepped benches. The
majority of the waste material will be tipped in the
normal dump manner over a tiphead.
Material can be selectively placed on the outer edge
of the dump so that the batters have a covering of
competent rock.
- Drains to control run-off should be placed on each bench
level grading to down drains over the reduced slopes.
- After the slopes have been constructed at the reduced
angle the topsoil can be spread down the slopes by
scraper or pushed into place by dozer.
- Prior to seeding the topsoiled slopes should contour
the ripped lines should be no more than five metres
apart. These lines help to control water flow down
the slope, to bind the topsoil into the dump and
provide areas for regrowth to establish.
- The area should then be fertilized and seeded.
Advantaqes

Some of the advantages to the mine operator of having a planned
revegetation program are :Utilization of available equipment.
Single handling of topsoil.
Selective placement of material on outer batters.
Involvement of people on site.
No lump sum cost at the end of the project as
the costs are spread out over the life of the mine.
Regrowth is - started in the early stages of the project.
Can create an improved work environment.

Conclusion

By preparing a long term design and construction strategy the
mine operator can create a stable landform. The preparation of
areas for a once a year seeding or planting program should be the
goal set during the construction phase.
The application of revegetation methods to waste dump construct
can produce a pleasing and cost effective result for all
involved.
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MANAGEMENT OF LAND DEGRADATION BY PASTORALISTS
This subject could be divided into three main headings.
1.
2.
3.

Prevention of degradation
Regeneration of degraded areas
Incentives for land managers

PREVENTION
This is the most important part of land management and is often overlooked as the degeneration
process can be fairly slow and therefore not obvious.
It is a lot easier to prevent land degradation than correct the problem .... To this end we must

address
a.

Stocking rates and stock control. Historically the success of a station was judged by the
number of sheep on a station and not by the average nett return over a period of years.
Thankfully this way of thinking is changing as it has been proven time and time again
that if sheep numbers are reduced (often dramatically) the bottom line figure will lift
(also often dramatically).
The increase in returns is brought about by increased wool cuts per head, reduced death
rate, higher lambing percentages (hence more sheep available for sale) and reduced
operating costs.
By reducing stock numbers the pressure on the pasture is also reduced.
Pastoralism is a business and therefore if the pastoralist is not making a profit he has
neither the enthusiasm or the means to tackle regeneration.

b.

Stock Control. It is imperative that stock are contained in paddocks and not allowed to
wonder at will. Sheep have a tendency to move into the wind so if there is a prevailing
easterly say, then the areas of heaviest grazing will be on the easterly side of the paddock.
Hence the bigger the paddock and therefore more sheep. the harder the grazing pressure
on the eastern side of that paddock.

C.

Water Distribution. A sheep grazing area is directly related to the distance it can travel
from water and the quality of that water. If we can improve the quality (reduce salt
content) of the waters and or spread these waters more evenly over a paddock then
production will be improved and pressure on the country reduced. It also helps to not
have waters situated on the prevailing wind side of the paddock.

d.

Monitoring of the Vegetation. Memory is not to be relied on! Generally a human being
likes to remember the good things and not the bad. Therefore we need photographic and
written documentation of changes to the density and composition of the plants of the area.
To this end W.A.D.A. has devised a system of monitoring rangeland, .. W.A. Rangeland
Monitoring System .. (W.A.R.M.S.)
Permanent Photographic sites are set up in the areas heaviest grazing in a paddock to
gauge the effect of that grazing on the perennial plants. By photographing, identifying
and measuring the plants in a given area and comparing at regular intervals (I -2 years)
long term changes can be determined .. .is the country improving or deteriorating .....
The area photographed is 13.5 metres deep and extends from 5 metres to 13 metres in
width.
This area fills a 35mm slide when taken 8.5 metres back and from the roof of a Toyota
Land Cruiser!

e.

General Management. The two operations that I feel have the biggest effect on the
prevention of degradation, especially at shearing time are:1.
2.

aerial mustering
trucking sheep back to paddocks.

By using air craft mustering time is considerably reduced thereby reducing pressure on
holding paddocks and also the sheep.
It is also cost efficient.

The same applies to trucking sheep out post shearing. Sheep are back in their permanent
paddocks maybe 30 or 40 kms away the same day they are shorn. This means no holding
paddocks or days of walking for the sheep and once again less stress on both environment
and sheep.
RE GENERA TION
This can (with an ounce of luck) be achieved by a variety of means.
1.
2.
3.

reduced stocking or stocking for short periods
fencing off degraded areas and completely destocking
mechanical means
a.
b.
c.
d.

pitting
ponding
seeding or planting seedlings
kangaroo and vermin control

Reduced Stockin g
To demonstrate I include details of one of our paddocks or rather brief details of data collected
from the monitoring site in that paddock (named Company Paddock).
Pre 1983 the paddock had obviously been heavily stocked.
Since then the annual stocking rate has been varied between 1-15 HA and 1-30 HA. The
majority of the stock being in the paddock for only 1-2 weeks of the year - 3000 or more at
shearing time in April-May.
In the period 1984-1988 the total number of perennial plants in the photographic site increased
from 136 to 171 - 26% increase.
The plant numbers in the transec areas which extend behind the photo site have increased from
247 to 459 - 86%. One species (frankinia) went from 23 to 114 - 396%.
CONCLUSION:

Reduced stocking will work.
Fencing off degraded areas.

On severely degraded areas we are trying total destocking with some success. This is a very long
term operation and is dependent on a local seed source.
A lot of this work is being negated by vermin - principally kangaroos to which I will refer later.

2

Mechanical Means
There is an ever increasing amount of various types of mechanical treatments being used
pastoral areas.

in

On Sturt Meadows mechanical regeneration started in 1984 using disc pitting and also water
ponding and has continued since that time, ,mainly concentrating on water ponding and seeding.
We have had varying degrees of success with both types and a lot of disappointments.
Approximately 400 HA has been ponded and a similar area pitted. The majority of this work
has been done in conjunction with W.A.D.A. The ponding was a pilot operation, the first of its
type in W.A. and as with most new ideas it has not been without its problems.
Since that time the design has been varied many times to the stage that we now feel confident
enough to purchase a large dozer to carry on with ponding work. The previous work was done
with a grader which in our opinion could not build a large enough bank.
Vermin
The biggest problem with regeneration .....
The Pastoral lands of Australia are carrying far too many mouths. These huge numbers of vermin
are making a mockery of so called "stocking rates".
Pastoralists can control sheep but to this date no economically effective means of controlling goats
and kangaroos has been found. The Pastoralist can muster and sell goats for a return to cover
costs but given the numbers being sold there seems to be no decrease in goat numbers in Pastoral
areas.
Kangaroo are by far the biggest problem.
On Sturt Meadows we have 5 "Dung Counting Sites" each 20 metre x 2 metres.
Every three months the dung is picked up, sorted and weighed.
This gives a relativity between roos and (sheep and goats) grazing the area. Sheep and goats dung
is weighed together as it is too similar to separate.
At the last pick up at three of the five sites, weights were similar between roos and (sheep and
goats) - 177 grmsj146 grms.
But at the other two sites the totals were roo 390 grms, (sheep and goats) 86 grms ..453% more roo.
The totals of all sites since we started in November '86 till August '89:Roo 5179 grms

Sheep and Goats 2959 grms

which is 75% more roo than sheep and goats combined.
So if there are 500 sheep in a paddock we can assume that 'on the average there are also 875
kangaroos. Add to this goats and we soon find out why we have degeneration of pastures.
Incentives for Land Managers for conservation Rehabilitation.
It is my opinion that the land regeneration problem in Australia is a national problem and should

have help from both Federal and State Governments.
The problem is generally far too large for an individual farmer or pastoralist to handle.
3

At present technical help is available from W.A.D.A. through Rangeland Management Branch.
Land Conservation District Committees are also great self help and information disseminators.
Some funding is available for demonstration purposes through N.S.C.P. and also State funds.
At present there is a lot of talk about the "Decade of the Land Conservation" but not a lot of
down to earth action.
.
The majority of regeneration/conservation work is being done by agriculturalists who are making
a profit.
If there were some effective taxation incentives there would be a lot more work being done.
Finally ....
It is every Australians duty to do his little bit for our environment, lets all leave this great

country a little bit better than we found it.

L.N. Hurst .. Sturt Meadows Station, Leonora
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MANAGEMENT OF SALINE WATER
Mary Fletcher
Environmental Officer
Kaltails Mining Services Pty Ltd

Introduction

More than 20,000 kilolitres (20 million litres) of saline ground
water are used on the Golden Mile each day.
The potential for
this water to cause environmental damage is very high and proper
management of this water should be considered an integral part of
the environmental management of a mine site.
The Effect Of Salt On Plants
Salt and drought effect plants in similar ways. They both limit
the amount of water available to plants, causing stress and often
death.
Simplistically, water flows from the soil into a plant root along
a concentration gradient, flowing towards the
higher salt
concentration in the plant root. When the concentration of salt
in the soil becomes higher than that in the plant root then the
flow of water stops and if cell membranes are damaged, the water
may even flow out of the plant root. This causes the plant to be
droughted and may lead to death.
In agricultural areas where ground water is used for irrigation,
water with salinities higher than 1500mg/l (ppm) is generally
considered to be too saline.
The salinity of water used for
processing on the Golden Mile ranges
from 30 000 mg/l to
170 000 mg/l making the careful management of this resource
imperative. It is little wonder then that plants die and soil is
sterilized when exposed to water with such high salinities.
Mature Eucalypts are particularly sensitive to increased salt
concentrations in the soil and will die within 3 days of being
exposed to high salt concentrations.
Containment of Saline Water
Saline water should be contained at ' all times and suitable
containment structures should be constructed at boreheads and
along pipelines.

Boreheads:

A small
bund or a gutter and sump can be
constructed around each borehead to contain slow
leakages.
The corrosiveness of bore water means
that seals often leak, these leakages should be
contained within as small area as possible.
Suitable low and high pressure cutoff systems at
each borehead and regular
maintenance checks
should minimise the potential for water spillage.

Pi pelines:

Pipe lines
or buried.

can be

contained within a double bund

Burial of the pipe prevents water from spraying
out under pressure if there is a pipe failure. A
small mound down slope from the pipe will contain
any water coming to the surface.
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Test Pum ping New Bores
Small dams or turkeys nest should be constructed to contain water
from test pumps. When the dam is empty (either through use of
the water or evaporation) it should be filled in and the area
revegetated.
Effect of Containment on Surrounding Areas
When containment embankments are constructed consideration should
be given to its effect on surrounding areas. The effect of
embankments on the overland flow of rainfall, water harvesting by
pastoralists (ie catchment areas for station dams) and access for
other land users (primarily pastoralists) over embankments should
be considered.
Consultation with other land users (primarily pastoralists)
should always occur prior to any
surface ' disturbance but
particularly in this case since a pastoralist may choose to live
with the risk of salt water spillage rather than have the flow of
rain water across the pasture, or into his dam interupted.
Since it is often the neighbours to mining companies which are
affected most by salt water spills every effort should be made
firstly to contain the water and secondly to rehabilitate areas
affected by salt water spills.
What To Do In The Event Of A Salt Water Spill
Notify any affected lease holder as soon as possible.
Photograph the area as soon as possible to
condition of the area at the time of the spill.

record the

Note the full extent of the spill.
Note changes in soil
salts after rainfall).

salinity

with time (ie leaching of

Revegetate in April/May to make best use of winter rainfall.
Revegetation should be done in consultation with lease
holders who may have been affected by the spill.
Continue to keep 6 monthly photographic records of
to assess success of the revegetati6n.

the area

Conclusion
Once salt water is recognised as a toxic sUbstance its management
A good "rul e of thumb" is that if you
becomes common sense.
can't drink it, don't expect that plants can.
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(TO BE DISTRIBUTED SEPARATELY)

REHABILITATION METHODS & TRIALS IN THE GOLDFIELDS

Revegetation in the goldfields is still in its early stage. As a result,
much trialling of different seeding methods is occurring. Many companies
are involved in trials on-site
those that will be discussed are:
Jubilee; Western
Mining
Corporation,
Kambalda
Operations; Western
Australian Department of Agriculture, Kalgoorlie Office; Kaltails Mining
Services; Kalgoorlie Nickel Smelter; Pancontinental Goldmining Mining
Areas, Paddington Mine Site.
Jubilee: Over the past few years there has been some trialling on~site
with different rates of fertilizer application.
Agras No 2 was applied at
rates ranging from 100-400 kg/ha to topsoiled waste slopes. Observations
suggest that at 400 kg/ha, many plants were dying. This is thought to be
due to either increased competition between plants, or toxicity from the
high fertilizer rate. Best overall performance of plant growth appears to
be occurring at an application rate of
200 kg/ha.
Leaves and branches from felled Eucalypts were laid on .slopes, in addition
to the native seed mix and application -rate recommended by the Department
of Agriculture (Brochure available).
Some germination of these Eucalypts
occurred, but grazing by wildlife necessitated the erection of a fence for
plant' survival.
As a result of this trialling, in 1990 there are plans to plant local tree
seedlings on the waste dump slopes.
Western Mining Company
Kambalda:
There has been quite extensive
trialling of plant growth on a gold mine overburden dump. This work has
been completed at Cave Rocks by a Curtin University Masters student (David
Fletcher). Treatments were set up on a section of the dump to test the
effects on plant growth of seed type, ripping depth, application of Nickel
Smelter slag, fertilizer level, shade and salinity.
Pot trials are also
incorporated into the work, testing plant species, overburden soil types,
topsoil inoculation and the effects of salinity.
Across the dump, salinity levels were variable and Nitrogen (N) and
Phosphorous (P) levels were low:
However, in the natural environment the
levels of Nand P are also low and results from the trial indicated that
the addition of fertilizer reduced plant growth. Factors which increased
water availability were also found to be important, i.e. ripping, addition
of nickel slag, shading. This was particularly important for the Eucalyn t s
The Maireanas and Atri plex species dominated plant.
and the Acacias.
growth, coping well in all environments except the extremely saline.
Eucalypts and Acacias were heavily grazed by wildlife.
Ongoing trials from this work include
monitoring of the work at Cave Rocks.

more

pot

trials

and continued

Western Mining Corporation is also involved in a project at Mt Monger
Station to reduce gully erosion on problem sites, while at the same time
increasing the productivity of barren areas.
This is similar to the
project being undertaken on Credo Station.

Department of Agriculture - Kal goorlie:
Trials completed in Kalgoorlie by
the Department from 1986-88 are detailed in the MERIWA report number 44.
These trials were predominantly to select the best plant species and
optimal fertilizer rates for waste dump revegetation.
It was concluded
that the best species mix was:
Atri plex nummularia
A. bunbur yana
A. sti pitata
A. vesicaria
Maireana brevifolia
M. pyramidata
Eucalypts (optional)
Acacia (Optional)

2kg
2kg
lkg
2kg
1kg
1kg
300g
2kg

Fertilizer application rate was 400 kg/ha of Agras (Cu, Zn, Mo supplement).
The Flat Lode Dump on The Eastern Bypass Road was one of the sites used for
the 1988 trials. Half the slope was ripped, and half. topsoiled to test the
value of each of these. Within these treatments, one third of the area was
hydromulched with a paper base, one third was seeded with the niche seeder,
and the remaining third was hand broadcast and tree seedlings transplanted.
The main conclusions were that topsoil addition increases plant numbers,
and ripping increases plant size (Table 1) . .
In 1988, the Department began trials on minesites out of Kalgoorlie, in
slightly different climatic and botanic regions.
These were Leonora,
Laverton, Leinster and Mt Magnet.
Species selection trials were set up,
using the indigenous species.
Ripline spacings were also trialled .
Results are not yet finalised.
In 1990 the Department plans to continue trialling on these remote sites.
Kaltails: 1990 is the first season for Kaltails. They are developing
trials to compare seeding rates and techniques (Table 2) with plans to
revegetate the 6 hectare southern wall of the tailings dam.
Some revegetation of the borefield and plant
were ripped, and seed broadcast by hand at
addition
200 kg/ha Agras (Cu; Zn, Mo).

of

has been completed. Areas
10 kg/ha, with fertilizer ·

Nickel Smelter: Trials currently being conducted include direct seeding
programme and propagation methods.
In the direct seeding programme,
different fertilizer types and seeding rates are being trialled.
Propagation of Eremo philas from cuttings is underway in the greenhouse.
There are also trials with local tree species grown in the tubes to
encourage extended root growth, and seedling plantings into 'dry' areas
(areas which have not been
pre-watered,· 'and will not be watered
artificially) .
Future plans at the smelter include extensions of those trial already
underway, with seed propagation of a greater range of local plant species.
Pancontinental Goldmining Areas - Paddington:
1988 was the first season
for revegetation at the Paddington mine ~ite.
Forty trials were set up
across the face of completed waste dump. These trials were monitored over
the next 12 months to determine the. best method of revegetation for 1989.

-

~

-

Best results were obtained with:
maximum slope of 20 degrees and topsoil addition.
cheapest and most effective seeding method was hydromulching,
slope roughening to reduce water run-off.
Species variety was expanded in . the 1989 season to include more Atri plex
and Maireanas. Triticale was trialled as a cover crop on some areas. High
profile sites were revegetated with hydromulch at a rate of 4000 kg karribark/ha (twice the rate of the 1988 season). Other areas were broadcast
with seed. Slopes were reduced to 20 degrees, topsoiled and ripped to 1m
depth.
Results from the 1989 revegetation suggests that mulch is not always
required. It appears that slope aspect has a lot of influence over growth,
and on more sheltered slopes, mulch is not necessary. To test this, in
1990 some exposed slopes will be trialled with soil binder alone.
Ryegrass rates will be halved to 25 kg/ha in 1990, as its growth seems
almost too aggressive for the native species, outcom~eting in the initial
growth period. However, its value to reduce erosion ~~ still remains.
In 1990 Paddington will also be trialling
fertilizer broadcast by an ANFO -loader.

revegetation

with seed and

TABLE 1

Mean number of plants per m2 9 months
after seeding for slope treatments in the VADA 1988 trials.
The results of paper hydromulching also provides a comparison
between plant numbers in and out of the slope riplines.

Ground Treatment (plants/m2 )

Seeding Method

Paper Hydromulch

-TS-RL

+TS-RL

-TS+RL

+TS+RL

27.5

81.4

26.5

60.1

*Mallen Niche Seeder

1.8

2.8

*Results may seem low. but the action of" the seeder is to drop seed into a
small niche, of which there would only be a few per m2 . The technique of
hydromulching is totally different.

TABLE 2
Seed Mix & Technique Trials planned for the
1990 season at Kaltails

Seed Rate (kg/ha)

Seeding Method

Native Seed

Hand Broadcast
Paper Hydromulch & Soil Binder

5
10
5
5

Cereal Rye
Cover Crop

20

19
Hydromulched with Soil Binder Only
(no mulch base)

5
10
5
10

20
20

All sites include the addition of Agras (Cu, Zn, M supplement) at 400kg/ha
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BARBARA .IENNINGS - (DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE)
"MONITORING OF REHABILITATION"

~RING

AND

MAINTENANCE

Barbara Jennings
Department of Agriculture,
Kalgoorlie
Once an area of rehabilitatio~ has been established, it needs to
be monitored and maintained.
This may not be possible if
rehabilitation occurs at the end of mine life, but is an ongoing
part of progressive rehabilitation.
This means that someone has
to be responsible for keeping an eye on the area on a regular
basis.
For any monitoring programme to be useful we need to know what
was done to the area.
This means recording information such as
species and amount of seed used, seeding methods, fertilizer and
rainfall.
You need to know what was done so that successful
treatments can be repeated.
Why do we monitor?
The main reasons for moni toring rehabili tation areas are
assess it's success and to decide what maintenance, if any,
required.

to
is

You need to know if the work has been successful and if your
objectives have been met.
If your aim is to stabilise a slope
then you need to know if enough plants have established to
achieve this. Are there too many spaces in the row of trees that
is supposed to screen your mill? Are the plants surviving in the
long term and setting seed? These sorts of questions can only be
answered by looking critically at the results of you work.
If you have used a range of methods, you
the most successful in your area.
Some
will perform better than others and these
in future work.
Rehabilitated areas
assessed before any technique can be
another.

need to know which are
species and techniques
will be the ones to use
need to be carefully
called "better" than

You also need to make sure the area is protected from hazards
such as grazing animals and erosion.
Establishing an area of
revegetation can be an expensive exercise but it can be totally
wasted if not protected from these hazards. The area needs to be
moni tored for the effects of these problems and appropria te
action taken when neces~ary.
Moni toring

technique2_~.

Moni taring techniques range from simply "having a look" and
recording your observations to setting up transects and counting
and measuring individual plants.
The method you choose will
depend on the time and expertise you have available and the level
of information you need to obtain.

Observations.
This is the simplest way of monitoring your revegetation, and one
which everyone should have time to do.
When you drive past or
walk through the area record what you see - when do the seeds
first germinate? how big are the plants? are they being eaten by
anything? is there any erosion? does the overall area look good?
This sort of information will give you a good indication of the
success of your project and h{ghlight problems which you may need
to take action on.
Photographs.
Photographs are another simple way of recording progress.
"Before and after" photographs can record what you did in an area
and how it changed over time.
There are various refinements
which will allow you to obtain more information.
The Department of Agricul ture uses photographic recording sites
to monitor rangeland condition. Small plots are marked out as in
the following diagram, and photographed every few years.
A tape
is run around the plot to clearly define it in th~ photo, and the
photographer stands on a ladder or on a vehicle so that plants
are not obscured. The shape of the area accounts for the angle of
view of the camera.
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This technique allow!;; you to count the number ot plants in the
plot, record new plants or plant death$, and size changes of
individual plants.
The size and shape of the plots could be
modified to suit any particular situation.
Photo's would need to
be taken more frequen tl y to record the rapid changes on a newly
rehabilitated site.
AHrial photos are a good way of comparing revegetated areas to
undi s turbed areas around the minesi te .
Photos need to be taken
from a specific place and height to enable comparisons over time.
This technique is extensively used at the Kalgoorlie Nickel
Smelter.

Quadr.ats.
A quadrat is a plot of a defined size, in which all the plants
are counted and/or measured.
Usually a frame is made up of the
appropriate size (lm x 1m or 1m x O.5m would be suitable) and
this is randomly placed over the revegetated area.
A number of
these quadrats (at least 10, but more will give better results)
would be counted over the whole area and the results used to
estimate the average plant density or size and the variability of
these measurements.
(mean and standard deviation). One point to
note is that the quadrats must be placed randoml y for the results
to be meaningful, that is, don't just pick the good areas.
Transects.
Transects will also provide statistical information to compare
treatments and can be used to record changes over time.
A line
is marked between two pegs and all plants within a set distance
of this line (usually 1m) are counted and/or measured. This will
provide similar sorts of results to quadrats, but is better able
to allow for the variability over the site.
Transects and quadrats are used mainly to assess trials and
compare techniques. These type of measurements can be quite time
consuming and involve a fair degree of expertise to accurately
identify the plants and analyse the results.
However, this sort
of effort is needed to make statistically valid comparisons
between treatments.
A range of vegetation monitoring techniques are being developed
by WMC at Kambalda including various combinations and modifications of all the above methods.
Maintenance.
Fencing.
Grazing animals, motorbikes and four wheel drive vehicles have an
enormous potential to damage revegetated areas.
If there is
evidence of any of these pests, fence them out of the
rehabilitation areas.
Most of the larger grazing animals will be kept out by a minesite
perimeter fence, however, rabbits may be more difficult to
control.
If the area is small and particularly valuable (eg a
trial or seed source not readily available elsewhere) it may be
worth installing a rabbit proof fence.
Baiting may be the best
option for a larger ·area.
Contact your local Agricul ture
Protection Board office for more advice on this.
Erosion.
Watch for early signs of erosion.
It will be much cheaper and
more effective to repair something like a small break in a bund
wall than a large gully after the next heavy rain.
The
vegetation should help in stabilising slopes, but until it is
well established the area is still vulnerable .
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